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Abstract

This Master Thesis provides a summary overview on the use of current deep
learning-based object detection methods for the analysis of medical images,
in particular from microscopic tissue sections. An accentuating peculiarity
of medical image analysis and likewise a pronounced challenge, arises from
the fact, that, datasets from patients are very limited in size and sometimes
hardly publicly available anyway, tissue cut stains are very heterogeneous
due to different staining quality, and tissue sections display significant cell-
overlap that is limiting for accurate cell-segmentation and thus recognition.

In any case, in order to achieve a reproducible diagnostic interpretation
that can be validated, large data sets of good recording quality are neces-
sary. Therefore, the best possible results for an analysis are often achieved
by extracting, pre-processing and finally augmenting many small patches per
image. In addition, Domain Adaptation and other Transfer Learning Tech-
niques are used in combination with Deep Networks. The review of recent
publications in the field of medical image analysis shows that the applied
methods vary from study to study. This hardly makes a meaningful compar-
ison of results from different studies possible anyway.

In this thesis an overview is established to, first, allow for a equalized
comparison of different methods and aim at making the results reproducible.
Second, several deep architectures will be analyzed that can handle input
images and highlight the established state-of-the-art in the field. Our own
experimental studies start with the initial idea from the Deep Watershed
Transformation, which can produce competitive results, and lead to a hybrid
model. For the hybrid model we developed two pipelines, one using Wavelet
Scattering Transform and another one using the Haar Transformation. For
the evaluation of the developed solutions, we used the relevant established
metrics such as Aggregated Jaccard Index, ensemble DICE and Panoptic
Quality and trained the models on the MoNuSeg data set.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Current Expectations of Machine Learning for Medicine

In a time of increased use of electronic medical records and diagnostic imag-
ing, the success of machine learning algorithms at image recognition tasks
in recent years promises a very useful and most welcome assisting tool for
clinical diagnosis. The advantage of machine learning in an era of medical
“big data” is, that significant hierarchical relationships within the data can
be discovered using algorithms without laborious hand-crafting of features
or interpretations by a large number of medical experts. Providing such a
helpful tool that supports and underpins a reliable, automated diagnosis,
could lead to an improved specificity of the diagnosis, a shortened analysis
time, and can above all decrease costs by replacing a confirmation analysis
with another specialist. Currently, there is a lot of cutting-edge research and
applications of deep learning in a broad range of medical imaging scenarios,
such as computer-aided diagnosis, image segmentation, tissue recognition,
tissue classification, and other areas of medical and healthcare problems. In
digital pathology current applications include, amongst others, segmentation
of brain MRI scans [14, 52], segmentation of x-ray scans for the detection of
SARS, MARS or other viral infections [76], and cancerous disease detection
in cell tissues [60, 45, 38].

Application and Benefits for Histopathology

The examination of cell tissues under a light microscope is called histopathol-
ogy and is a specialization within medicine. For this purpose, the tissue must
be stained: Haematoxylin and Eosin stain (H&E stain) is one of the most
principal and most widely used tissue stains in histology. Histopathology
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aims to identify any abnormal or pathological changes in a tissue. The find-
ings base on the appearance and the coloring behaviour of the tissue struc-
tures when stained: Shape, size, color, and crowding of glands, as well as
various nuclei in epithelium and stroma reveal a lot of information about
the health of the tissue. The tissues are obtained by a biopsy from various
organs like skin, kidney, bladder or others and usually represent conspicu-
ous, pathogenic, tissue areas. Basically, the histopathological analysis, that
ultimately leads to the medical diagnosis, is done by histopathologists, but
computer aided digital imaging means to support and facilitate their diag-
nosis. Diagnostic features are outlined in Section 2.1.

Nowadays, the demand for such assisting tools is very high because it
allows, in addition to the above-mentioned advantages, a consensus-based
confirmation of the physicians diagnosis. From the viewpoint of computer
vision, such tools - or more precisely spoken, the algorithms on which this
diagnostic support is based on - represent a very challenging task: On the
one hand because of the mathematical basics, on the other hand also because
of the requirements for the validation of the algorithm, therewith proving
the reproducibility and robustness of the algorithm and the results it yields
(Software in use for either the diagnosis, prediction or prognosis is considered
a medical device and must therefore fulfill the requirements by the Medical
Device Regulation, EU-MDR 2017/745, [4]).

Concrete challenges in establishing such applications include, amongst
others, the high variety of cells and structures in human tissues and the
differences in the biopsy and the preparation of the samples. Additionally,
the number of samples per studies is usually small and the image acquisition
(scanner, microscope) is not standardized, resulting in variation regarding
resolution, image size, and other parameters. The main difficulties in medical
imaging cover therefore incomplete or missing data, the availability of data
in general, the variation of the data due to different acquisition devices, and
the imbalance in the presence of different cell types or cell atypia. The latter
in particular causes difficulties in training deep networks.

There is a wide spectrum of approaches providing reasonable solutions
to cope with all the above mentioned differences in the samples (sample
images), involving handcrafted feature engineering [37], meta-heuristics [17,
77], machine-learning, deep-learning [50, 54, 45], and also combinations of
these methods [21, 22, 62]. The Master Thesis in hand aims at deep learning-
based object detection methods for use in digital pathology.
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Due to the sample complexity, the field of view must be restricted and
within this Master Thesis the focus will be fixed solely on applications for the
analysis of cell tissue microscopic images. We address the mentioned prob-
lems of surveying methods with Deep Networks in Cell Imaging. We will
start with an introduction of the fundamental techniques including the rele-
vant nomenclature and then explore some publicly available, high resolution
datasets (Section 2) before we move to our own method (Section 3) and the
experiments (Section 4), followed by the results (Section 5), and completing
with the discussion (Section 6).
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals & Overview of
the Field

2.1 Diagnostic Features in Histopathology

Human tissue is build from cells. In order for a tissue to grow, cells must
propagate by growth followed by a doubling of the genetic information (i.e.
the set of all chromosomes, hosted by the nucleus) and completed by the di-
vision into two cells: Mitosis is the segregation of the replicated chromosomes
into two new nuclei during cell division, giving rise to two genetically iden-
tical cells. Mitosis (or cell growth) is strictly regulated and occurs in many
consecutive phases. Cancerous cells fail to have their cell cycle regulated,
they start proliferating instead wildly by repeated, uncontrolled mitosis [9].
Therefore, Mitotic Count (MC) (sometimes also referred to as Mitotic Index,
MI) is an important parameter for grading tumors, i.e. the differentiation
of the tumor but also for rating its aggressiveness. MC is the number of
mitosis identified under the microscope in tumors. The method of counting
varies, according to the specific tumor examined. Usually, the MC is deter-
mined based on the number of mitosis per High Power Field (40X) or 10
High Power Fields (HPF). 10 HPF = 2mm2, at least 40 fields (at 40X mag-
nification) evaluated in areas of highest mitotic density (in areas where the
tumour is assumed to have the highest mitotic density). Grading of tumors
occurs then based on the evaluated HPF for a given biopsy [3, 5].
MC is done by experienced histopathologists. Limitations in identification
and counting: Even experienced pathologists do not always come to the
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same evaluation, since the interpretation of MC depends on the phase of cell
division and the tissue properties and may also be subject to atypical mor-
phologies. In addition to tissue selection for biopsy, the MC can therefore
also be mentioned as a limiting factor for the quality and meaningfulness of
the diagnosis (whether diagnosis is done with or without an algorithm based
on deep learning).

Besides the mitotic rate observed in a tissue, also the morphology of the
nucleus is an essential diagnostic feature to distinguish benign from malig-
nant cells. Morphologic abnormalities of the nucleus include nuclear enlarge-
ment, increased nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio, nuclear membrane irregulari-
ties, and others [5].

The stroma is the supporting connective tissue of an organ. The cyto-
plasm is the portion of the cell contained within the plasma membrane (the
plasma membrane limits the cell to the outside) but excluding the nucleus.
Most chemical reactions in a cell take place in the cytoplasm. A nucleus is
the structure in a cell that contains the chromosomes (chromosomes are the
condensed form of chromatin).

The H&E staining method utilizes two separate dyes, one staining the
nucleus (more precise: the nuclear material, thus the chromatin or when
non-condensed called chromosome) - Haematoxylin - and the other staining
the cytoplasm and connective tissue - Eosin. Haematoxylin is a dark purplish
dye, Eosin an orangish-pink to red dye [3].

Summarizing, diagnostic features include (but are not limited to) the
MC and nuclei morphology that both rely on the quality of the stain and the
selection of representative tissue. Difficulties and limitations arise through
misidentification and false identification of the samples.

2.2 Medical Image Analysis: Brief Overview

on applied Models

This list gives a brief overview on the necessary steps needed for image anal-
ysis and names exemplary models discussed in the thesis in hand:

• Detection, i.e. discrimination of cells at specific mitotic cell cycle stage
(Section 2.10.1)
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• Segmentation, i.e. nuclei segmentation for proper cell-segregation and
thus cell-counting (Section 2.5)

• Pre-processing techniques, for cell detection in medical images; e.g.
stain normalization with deep network (Section 2.11)

• Blue Ratio computation; for mask generation (Section 2.5.2)

• Augmentation and patch generation to overcome the limitations of
small datasets (Section 2.4)

State-of-the-art deep learning-based Object Detection Methods include
nowadays Faster R-CNN (Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks),
RetinaNet, and FCOS (Fully Convolutional One-Stage object detector). Mod-
els in the R-CNN family are all two-stage detection algorithms and RetinaNet
belongs to the family of single stage detection models. Whereas both, Faster
R-CNN and RetinaNet, rely on pre-defined anchor boxes, the FCOS object
detector is anchor box free and proposal free. By eliminating the predefined
set of anchor boxes, FCOS completely avoids the complicated computation
related to anchor boxes such as calculating overlapping during training. Re-
cent publications that give examples on the application of these object de-
tection methods are outlined in Section 2.10.

2.3 Metrics

For the quality of segmentation a variety of metrics are used. In this section,
three state-of-the-art metrics based on recent publications will be introduced,
always indicating for which feature or improvement they were applied for or
proposed for.

The Intersection over Union (IoU, also known as Jaccard Index or Jac-
card Similarity Coefficient) is the standard metric [41] for comparing two
masks. The Jaccard Index measures the similarity between finite sample
sets, and is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the
union of the sample sets:

IoU(x,y) :=
| Sx ∩ Sy |
| Sx ∪ Sy |

(2.1)
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In words, the Jaccard Index IoU is the value of the quotient from the Area of
Overlap to the Area of Union. For any pair of (x, y) with IoU > 0.5 the result
is unique, meaning that a IoU < 0.5 reflects poor similarity. Whereas the
similarity is said to be excellent at IoU = 1, meaning that a pair of samples
completely matches. Similarity is given by the overlap of the ground-truth
bounding box and the predicted bounding box.

In [41], Li et al. propose the Aggregated Jaccard Index (AJI). Li et al.
use a deep segmentation model to estimate the region of mitosis. With the
estimated mitotic region, they infer the bounding box labels and use them
to train the deep detection model more accurately. They conclude that the
AJI penalizes the following segmentation errors: Missed detection of ground
truth (annotated) objects, false detection of ghost objects as well as under-
and over- segmentation of correctly detected objects:

AJI :=

∑n
i=1Gi ∩ Pj∑n

i=1Gi ∪ Pj +
∑
k∈N Pk

(2.2)

Where j = argmaxk
Gi∩Pk

Gi∪Pk
, and G = G1, G2, ..., Gn denotes the ground truth,

and P = P1, P2, ..., Pm denotes the prediction results, and N is the set of
indices of P without any corresponding element from G.

The ensemble DICE coefficient (DICE 2), proposed by Vahadane et al.
[78], does take split- and merge- errors into account:

DICE 2 :=
2∗ | G ∩ P |
| G | + | P |

(2.3)

Where P denotes the prediction results and G the ground truth.

The Panoptic Quality (PQ), originally proposed in [36] by Kirillov et.
al., is proposed by Graham et al. in [26] as the standard metric for nuclear
segmentation.

PQ :=
| TP |

| TP | +0.5∗ | FP | +0.5∗ | FN |
×

∑
(x,y)∈TP IoU(x, y)

| TP |
(2.4)

Where TP denotes matched pairs of prediction (true positives), FP de-
notes the unmatched prediction (false positives), and FN denotes unmatched
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ground truth (false negative). In literature, a distinction is often made be-
tween mPQ (multi-class PQ), as defined above, and bPQ (binary class PQ).
In bPQ, the correct classification of an object instance is not taken into
account.

2.4 Preparation of Data and Dataset

Datasets, including also the datasets referenced in the literature taken into
consideration for this survey, are rare and small. Therefore, intensive use of
augmentation and patch generation by cropping small regions out of a high
resolution image is common and widely-used. Figure 2.1 gives an illustrative
example of this kind of data preparation. This procedure allows the gen-
eration of a suitably sized dataset out of an annotated study starting with
only a few dozen images. However, the patch generation leads to the effect
that less context is left in each analyzed image patch, which is a problem
especially when it comes to classification.

Figure 2.1: A sample from the ICPR2012 dataset [59]. Left: original image
(re-scaled from 2084 × 2084 pixel) with the selected region for the crop in
the middle image marked in cyan blue. Middle: 400 × 400 patch from the
original image. Right: Ground truth in blue, segmentation result from Blue
Ratio segmentation in green. Best viewed in color.
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2.5 Segmentation

2.5.1 Introduction

Segmentation in Computer Vision appears in many different facets and im-
age segmentation is a computer vision task in which specific regions of an
image are labelled according to what is being shown in this image. Instance
Semantic Segmentation is the task of assigning to every pixel in a given im-
age to which class and to which instance of this class it belongs to. Also
classical methods such as Blue Ratio (BR) computation (Section 2.5.2) and
k-Means clustering (Section 2.5.3) are very common in medical imaging. In
this thesis the computation of BR and an experiment in segmentation will
be presented in the upcoming sections. Deep Networks show state-of-the-art
results in instance semantic segmentation but require extensively annotated
datasets. Since manually annotating pixel-wise masks is expensive and ex-
haustive in many respects, one aims to generate these masks automatically
or in a semi-supervised fashion instead [29, 42].

We evaluated yet another approach to retrieve nuclei masks from point
annotations. This is outlined in the experiment on semi-supervised segmen-
tation as described in Section 4.2.

2.5.2 Blue Ratio Color Transformation

For H&E stained images (Section 2.1), the Blue Ratio (BR) color transfor-
mation allows a segmentation of the cell nuclei since the concentration of
blue to purple absorbing Haematoxylin is very high in nuclei. Contrary, the
cytoplasm and stroma of the cell are stained by the Eosin that absorbs red
to pink colors instead. The computation in the RGB (red-green-blue) color
space is defined as following (Figure 2.2 as an illustrative example) [18]:

IBR :=
100 ∗ 256 ∗B

(1 +R +G) ∗ (1 +R +G+B)
(2.5)

For retrieving a segmentation, the above calculated filter response can be
binarized by a given, experimentally chosen threshold.
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Figure 2.2: Sample image from benchmark on validation dataset (CoNSeP
[26] dataset): On the left side a patch 400 × 400 cropped from the original
image. On the right side, the same patch but Blue Ratio filtered (blue
component appearing bright).

2.5.3 Color-Based Segmentation Using K-Means Clus-
tering

K-Means Clustering is a classical image segmentation algorithm [24]. Given
a set of clusters with random initialized centroids, the k-Means algorithm
does iterative update the cluster centroids based on a distance metric. In
most cases it is the sum of squares (Euclidian Distance) cost function that is
used. Every point of each cluster is assigned to the one centroid to which the
distance is minimal. Like this, the centroid of every single cluster is given by
the mean vector to its assigned points. This is repeated until convergence.
This can be done in the RGB color space for a color based segmentation.
However, the problem with this method is, that the number of cluster must
be given and that the underlying optimization problem is NP-hard. We will
use a local k-Means in Section 4.2 where the clustering with the algorithm
described above will be executed on small regions of the image only instead
on the entire image. This does not only speed up the clustering process.
Since the K-Means is very sensitive to the initialization, the result of a local
application differs.
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2.6 Deep Networks

2.6.1 Introduction

Methods from the field of Deep Network achieve state-of-the-art results in
Computer Vision: As such, Deep Learning Methods try to re-build the prin-
ciple of operation as it is known from the human visual cortex for the process-
ing of images. Thus, one could say that Deep Learning is all about learning
invariant representations.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN’s) are the most popular algorithms
when it comes to image recognition and visual learning tasks, mainly because
CNNs are very good at preserving local image relations. The major drawback
is that they need a lot of labeled data for classification.

2.6.2 Feature Extraction

For a task like instance semantic segmentation (Section 2.5), high resolution
representations are crucial. The high-resolution network (HRNET) [70] uses
4 stages of multi-resolution blocks, called stages. Before these stages, 2 con-
volutions with stride 2 are placed, resulting in a down-sampling by a factor
of 4.

These stages are formed by parallel paths at different scales. The first
stage consists of only the high resolution path composed by convolutions
and one strided convolution at its output (makes two scales in total). The
following blocks consist of convolutional paths for each of its scales and in
the output of strided convolutions (for each scale, except for the lowest scale
in the last stage) and up-sampling (except for the high resolution path). The
last layer of a block does a convolution over all resolution paths of the block
and stacks the up-sampled outputs of all resolutions. On top of the feature
block, a standard Feature Pyramide Network (FPN) is build. Note, that
”stage” means section or segment respectively; ”block” means subsection or
small segment respectively; and ”layer” refers to a single element within a
CNN that consists of learned filter elements.

Instead of using a bi-linear interpolation as up-sampling, Content-Aware
ReAssembly of FEatures (CARAFE) [81] uses an up-sampling operator based
on two main components: A Kernel predictor and a context-aware reassembly
module. The up-sampling of features is content-aware and the reassembled
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features tend to be taken from points of similar semantic information. Addi-
tionally, the information is gathered from a larger region. This technique can
be applied in a FPN for instance. Feature pyramids are a basic component
in recognition systems for the detection of objects at different scales.

2.7 Loss Functions

2.7.1 Cross-Entropy

Semantic segmentation is a pixel-wise classification problem. For pruning
the network, a loss function needs to be defined. The Cross-Entropy (CE)
loss for image segmentation is defined as follows:

CE(X,Y,Ŷ ) =
∑
px∈X −(ypxlog(ŷpx + (1− ypx)log(1− ŷpx)) (2.6)

Where X denotes the image, Y is the ground truth, and Ŷ is the network
prediction. Accordingly, ypx is the truth of a given pixel, px, and ŷpx denotes
the network prediction: Cross-entropy loss measures the performance of a
classification model whose output is a probability value between 0 and 1.
CE loss increases as the predicted probability diverges from the actual label.
Consequently, since CE measures the performance of a classification model,
CE can be used as a loss function when optimizing classification models.
There are modifications of the CE, such as the Focal Loss [44], that is de-
signed to deal with class imbalance. Also, additional weights can be added
to a given pixel (refer to Sections 2.7.2 and 2.7.3).

2.7.2 Bending Loss

In [80] Wang et al. introduced the bending loss. The idea behind the bending
loss is to add a weight term to the existing loss, for instance to the cross-
entropy loss. The weight is calculated pixel-wise by a scheme that differen-
tiates shapes of the objects’ contour. There are 5 discrete classes of contour
shapes (curve patterns) and each class has its specific weight. If a pixel does
not belong to any of these contour shapes, the weight is zero. The curvature
of touching nuclei produces high penalties in the loss. As demonstrated by
Wang et al., this weighting scheme produces better separation of touching
nuclei [80]. We will discuss the influence of bending loss in our setting in the
ablation study in Section 5.3.2.
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2.7.3 Balanced Cross-Entropy

If specific values occur only rarely in an image, like the energy-peak of sparse
nuclei in a stained image, an un-weighted loss might produce inaccurate
results. To overcome this issue, the loss is weighted in relation to how often
the pixel-value occurs in a given image or a given batch, respectively. With
this simple adaption, the network is able to learn rare values.

2.8 Transfer Learning

2.8.1 Introduction

Since most datasets in medical image analysis are very small, we are inter-
ested in transferring knowledge across domains (see also Section 2.8.4 about
Domain Adaptation applications). This enables to use information from dif-
ferent domains for solving a problem on a given, new domain. The simplest
way would be to aggregate multiple datasets into a single one. Mathemat-
ically spoken, all images are treated as if they would come from the same
underlying distribution. We did an experiment on aggregated data which is
explained in Section 4.3.1.

Aside from that, information can be transferred to solve a different task.
Such techniques are called Transfer Learning (TL). A brief introduction to
the mathematical formulation is presented in the subsequent Section 2.8.2.
According to Quiñonero-Cande et al. [33], TL is very similar to Dataset Shift :
Dataset Shift appears in different forms and refers to a difference between
the training and the test data [33] or a difference within the training data
itself. This shift can have multiple reasons, one being a covariate shift where
only the distributions of the covariate change. There are other reasons like
imbalanced data, that is a result of a deliberated shift for computation, or a
domain shift, which is a result of changes in measurement. Redko et al. refer
TL as the learning paradigm of extrapolating knowledge from data across
different domains [55].

Domain Adaptation (DA) is a special case of TL [55]. In DA, with given
source and target domain, the underlying task is basically the same as for
TL, but the distribution is different and in the target domain only a few or
none labelled samples are available [55]. A very common TL technique is
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Fine Tuning [71], where a pre-trained network is used, and on a different
dataset some or all layers of the network are re-trained on the new data.

Figure 2.3: Scheme demonstrating the source of the data in Transfer Learning
and Domain Adaptation.

2.8.2 Domain Adaptation Formalism

To understand how Domain Adaption works, it is crucial to know some of the
formalism that defines the applicable mathematical relations for DA. These
will be subsequently explained in this section. The topology of DA as a spe-
cial case of Transfer Learning is shown in Figure 2.3.

Define domain D such that
feature space X ⊂ Rd with a marginal probability distribution P (X).
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Task T defined by label space Y and the conditional probability distribu-
tion P (Y |X), where X, Y are random variables. Define the source domain

Ds = {X s, P (Xs)} (2.7)

with task
T s = {Ys, P (Y s|Xs)} (2.8)

Likewise, define the target domain

Dt = {X t, P (X t)} (2.9)

with task
T t = {Y t, P (Y t|X t)} (2.10)

In traditional machine learning Ds = Dt and T s = T t where Ds repre-
sents the training set and Dt represents the test set.

Contrary, in DA, only T s = T t is assumed. This difference is always to
be kept in mind for application, use, and functioning of DA.

For DA, one distinguishes between the following two cases:

1. Homogeneous DA, in which the feature representation of each domain
is identical:

X s = X t with P (Xs) 6= P (X t) and Ys = Y t (2.11)

2. Heterogeneous DA, in which the feature representation of each domain
is different:

X s 6= X t with P (Xs) 6= P (X t) and Ys = Y t (2.12)

For medical image analysis, the features X would represent specific at-
tributes (x1, x2, x3), the distribution P(X) corresponds to their appearance
or occurrence, respectively, within the image and the labels Y would distin-
guish in this case the diseased from the healthy state.
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2.8.3 Introduction to Generative Adversarial Networks

A Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) works simultaneously with both
a generative and a discriminative model. Usually, both are neural networks.
The generator in a GAN learns to produce synthetic images (samples),
whereas the discriminator learns to distinguish between real and synthetic
images (samples). For instance, given a gray-scale image, the generator can
be trained to color these images. In this case the training process needs
corresponding pairs of colored images and gray images. The discriminator
would be trained on real images and on synthetic images from the generator
with the goal to correctly classify the source of these. At the same time, the
generator needs to cheat the discriminator while producing better images
(samples) (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Scheme of a Generative Adversarial Network. Generator G gener-
ates images of a certain type of noise and discriminator D learns to distinguish
between synthetic (generated) and real images. Both, G and D, get better
by the time and G tries to deceive D, likewise, D tries not to be deceived.
The two losses, one for G and one for D, tell how far the prediction deviates
from the actual default.

The overall optimization process is formulated as a two player zero-sum
minimax problem [8]. Mathematically, in the context of game theory, this
behavior is called a ”zero sum game”, or symbolically spoken, the win is
split among all participating players. The formulation of the optimization
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problem is given by:

MaximizeDJD =
∑
Xm

log[D(X)] +
∑
X∈Sm

log[1-D(X)] (2.13)

Where Rm denotes the m real samples and Sm denotes the m synthetic
samples.

MinimizeGJG =
∑
X∈Rm

log[1-D(X)] =
∑
Z∈Nm

log[1-D(G(Z))] (2.14)

Where Sm are the m synthetic samples and Nm are the m noise samples Z
of dimension p. The overall problem formulation is then given by:

MinimizeGMaximizeDJD (2.15)

The overall conclusion from this optimization may be described as reduc-
ing the noise while enhancing the ability to distinguish synthetic from real
images (samples).

2.8.4 Domain Adaptation Applications

As part of this thesis, we also like to explore transferring knowledge since
most datasets in medical image analysis are very small (Table 2.1). The
availability is too often limited to only a few images collected from different
patients. In the previous Section 2.4, data augmentation was already intro-
duced to deal with small datasets. Based on that, one could re-use data from
different domains, whereas the underlying task not necessarily needs to be
the same.

In analogy to Dataset Shift (Section 2.8.1), the Domain Shift is a change
in the data distribution between an algorithm’s training dataset and a dataset
it encounters when deployed.

There are a variety of specialized methods to minimize the so-called do-
main shift in the field of DA. Techniques like learning domain invariant fea-
tures [74] and (learning) feature transformations between the different do-
mains [69] are only two of them. A näıve approach would be to collect data
from different studies; like that, the collected corpus treats all the samples as
if they would come from the same [85] underlying distribution. DA can even
be used to combine data from different sources like MRI and CT images.
A GAN can be applied to stylize samples from one domain into the other
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[19], therefore in the target domain no labeled samples are used. In [27] a
modification of the weighted cross-entropy loss (Section 2.7.1 is presented by
Guerrero-Peña et al., where the pixels of a cell, the cell contour, the touching
regions of cells, and the background pixels are weighted differently to allow
a discrimination. In combination with a data augmentation (Section 2.4),
where the touching region pixels are modulated in their contrast, a leverage
in panoptic segmentation of cluttered cells could be achieved. The authors
have shown that their model was capable of segmenting images from different
domains in a zero-shot fashion. Instead, Mahmood et al. [47] use a GAN
to segment nuclei from different organs. According to their findings they
conclude, that this method generalises better than other models and it does
outperform DIST on the Kumar 17 dataset [41]. Liu et al. [46] propose an
unsupervised instance segmentation based on panoptic domain adaptation.
A cycle GAN is used to stylize the images of the source dataset like the one
from the target dataset. Nuclei that only appear in the synthesized images
and do not have a corresponding annotation, will be removed by impainting
(impainting refers to the reconstruction of missing pieces within the image
but might also refer to the restoration of colors). This generated data is used
to train the task-specific adapted Mask-RCNN network in the target domain.
Another technique used for few-shot learning is pre-training the network with
triplet-loss and fine-tune on the target task, as on nuclei segmentation [84].

2.9 High Resolution Datasets in Cell Imaging

In the current section we present a selection of H&E stained images from high
resolution cell tissue corpus for detection and segmentation tasks (a summary
overview is outlined in Table 2.1). The ICPR2012 [59] and the ICPR2014 [1]
datasets each contain images for mitosis detection. In ICPR2012 the corre-
sponding cells are fully annotated with pixel masks, whereas in the ICPR2014
dataset only the nuclei center of the mitotic figures is given in the form of a
point annotation. The CoNSep [26] dataset contains 7 classes of cells from
colorectal adenocarcinoma images, covering: other, inflammatory, healthy
epithelial, dysplastic/malignant epithelial, fibroblast, and endothelial cells
respectively. The MoNuSeg [2] dataset was created for the equally named
satellite event of MICCAI 2018. It contains tissues from multiple organs
(breast, liver, kidney, prostate, bladder, colon and stomach) constituting
multiple diseases that have been collected from many different patients. The
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Kumar 17 dataset is the predecessor of the MoNuSeg dataset and both are
containing images from seven different organs (breast, liver, kidney, prostate,
bladder, colon, and stomach) and a single cell type. The Janowczyk [30]
dataset contains 5 use-cases including mitosis detection and cell segmenta-
tion. This dataset is not fully annotated, therefore not all nuclei instances
within an image are annotated. The idea behind this attempt was to achieve
that more slides from different patients can be included and only partially
annotate them.

Table 2.1: Openly accessible data sets that contain high resolution images
with H&E stained cell tissues. The remarks highlight any particularities of
the data set.

Name Resolution Total Cells
Annotated

Number of
Images

Remarks

ICPR 2012a,c 2252× 2250 326 (mi-
totic)

35 + 15 -

ICPR 2014a,d [1] 1539×1376/
1662× 1485

- 1200 + 496 40x patch

MoNuSegb,c [2] 1000× 1000 21,000 - 7 organs
CoNSePb,c [26] 1000× 1000 24,319 41 7 cell classes
CRAGb,c [25] 1500× 1516 - - -
Janowczykb,c [30] 2000× 2000 - 1200 5 use-cases
Kumarb,c 17 [41] 1000× 1000 21,625 30 7 organs
aMitosis Detection, bCell Segmentation,
cMask Annotation, dNuclei Center Point Annotation.

In multiple cases the annotations are not suitable for the underlying task.
If a segmentation network should be trained, and the annotation only pro-
vides the center of a nuclei, these masks can be generated by an additional
method. Data augmentation like cropping, blurring, resizing, mirroring or
rotation is widely used to increase the the size of a training set. A lot of
methods are based on small patches, even though the datasets in use would
provide a higher resolution [78, 47, 41, 49]. The reason is, that sampling of
small patches allows to generate datasets of sufficient sizes.
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2.10 Deep Networks in Cell Imaging

2.10.1 Nuclei Detection

In [43] a Faster R-CNN [56] detector was trained on the fully annotated
ICPR2012 dataset [59] and the detector was used to generate bounding an-
notations for the ICPR2014 dataset [1] that consists only of point annotations
(Section 2.9). The second issue on this dataset is, that mitotic nuclei are very
rare in the image. Therefore patch-generation and sample balancing is a key
step during training. This is used by [43]. However, training a detector on
the entire slides is possible on the ICPR2014 dataset, but the correct classifi-
cation of the detected nuclei is supposed to be very difficult in such a setting.
A preliminary experiment with an unmodified version of WFCOS confirms
this assumption (these results are not outlined in Section 5). The authors
of [43] also evaluated the method on different patch sizes and achieved with
a resolution of 512 × 512 the best results. On the other hand, the authors
of [49] used a pre-trained version of RetinaNet [44] in combination with a
fixed size bounding box around the object center. The method is tested on a
custom dataset, the patch size used is 256× 256, and the authors concluded
therefrom that spatial augmentation leads to better results than augmenta-
tion with color and noise. In [16] also fixed sized bounding boxes (55 × 55)
are applied together with a modified R-CNN architecture. This attempt led
to results that have shown how color normalization can improve detection
of certain datasets but do not guarantee better results per se. A similar
pipeline was used in [57], where a nuclei-detector on the HPF (High-Power-
Field), formed by a BR filter, a DNN (Deconvolutional Neural Network, a
neural network that performs an inverse convolution model) trained on fixed
size bounding box, was applied to detect mitosis. Here, in a last stage, a
SVM (Support Vector Machine) is trained on the mitosis count distribution
of a given HPF to finally provide the diagnose for the disease. The work of
[13] also provides a dataset on 256 × 256 patches and the method in use is
RetinaNet. The dataset is expert annotated with bounding boxes and pro-
vides a more detailed description of the cell morphology (the experts had
to classify the cells into one of the following groups: neoplastic mast cells
(non-mitotic), ambiguous cells (non-mitotic), eosinophilic granulocytes, and
mitotic figure look-alikes).
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2.10.2 Nuclei Segmentation

U-Net [58] is known as a fully convolutional segmentation network with
proven results on small datasets and therefore apparently suitable for pro-
cessing patient images. The network consists of a contracting path followed
by an expansive path providing high resolution feature maps and the au-
thors make use of heavy augmentation. Aside from that, a weighted loss
improves the segmentation of touching cells. HoVer-Net [26] also addresses
the problem of touching nuclei: The method introduces a regression branch
with horizontal and vertical distances that range from the nuclei borders to
the center of mass. This additional information ensures the effective segmen-
tation of clustered nuclei which is the reason why a fully annotated dataset
is provided.

In [32] U-Net is used to segment mitotic cells in comparison to a second
pipeline that consists of BR-based (Blue Ratio, Section 2.5.2) detection stage
and an AlexNet-based [40] classification stage. The ground truth for the
segmentation was generated by a Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC)
[7]. The authors use 71×71 patches for the AlexNet and 128×128 patches for
the U-Net. DIST [50] learns a distance map, the method is evaluated using
U-Net, Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) and Mask R-CNN by the Naylor
et al. [83] are using an encoder-decoder network in combination with multi-
resolution feature fusion. The shared network has an input of 226×226 image
patches and has three heads: It predicts marker, foreground and interval.
The latter is a kind of a distance transform. In a post-processing step, the
interval and the foreground are combined to retrieve the distance map and
used together with the marker to predict the final result with a watershed
transformation. Meijster et al. [48] are using a U-Net [58] architecture to
leverage the prediction of touching cell nuclei. The authors evaluated the
method on both a synthetic as well as on a custom, expert annotated, dataset
(512× 512 pixel) which is publicly accessible.

Some baselines, including Mask R-CNN [28], U-Net, and DIST are in-
vestigated in [23] by Gamper et al. and the performance for detection and
segmentation is reported on a custom dataset. The motivation for creating
this dataset is based on the narrow covering of real applications of challenge
datasets available. The images in this dataset were of the size 256 × 256.
Mask R-CNN itself is limited in performance of separating touching nuclei.

In [45] a feature fusion was presented for a panoptic segmentation that
outperforms U-Net, Mask R-CNN, CNN3 and DIST on the Kumar 17 [41]
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dataset. The authors of [12] use an ensemble of U-Net, SegNet and FCN (all
fine-tuned) followed by a shared branch. The inputs are 512×512 patches of a
custom pleural effusion cytology dataset. The evaluation is based on Jaccard
Index and DICE Coefficient. Also [79] uses patches of the size of 512 × 512
within a modified U-Net: First, a color de-convolution separates the haema-
toxylin and eosin channels. The network is then trained with augmentation
and finally a post-processing step based on concave point detection for re-
finement is used. Yet other authors [38] use a seeded watershed algorithm as
post-processing step for segmenting overlapping nuclei.

In [83] a VGG16-based fully convolutional network is used to predict an
initial segmentation map. In a second step a marked based watershed post-
processing, relying on a distance map, is used to refine the final segmentation
map. This method shows a documented improvement of the AJI (Aggregated
Jaccard Index, Section 2.3) over DIST, U-NET, CNN3 and Mask R-CNN
on the Kumar 17 dataset. A very similar method, based on an attention
network, is used in [63] by Sahasrabudhe et al. in a semi-supervised manner.
The method can produce reasonable segmentation results retrieved from the
information of the magnification of a tile. A post processing based on Active
Contour with concave point detection is used by Wan et al. [79] within a
modified U-Net (called ASPPU-Net, no backbone used, only few convolution
layers replacing it). The datasets in use for this work were Nalyor TNBC
(Naylor et al., 2018) along with 3 custom datasets. However, the performance
is not reported based on the metrics in use. For separating touching and/or
overlapping nuclei, the authors in [80] introduce an additional weight term
for the loss as bending loss (for more details on bending loss, see Section
2.7.2). The weighting of a given pixel from the contour of a nuclei determines
the shape of its curvature. The shape is defined by its 8-neighbourhood of
curvature pixels and divided in 5 different weighted classes by experimental
observations. To predict exact nuclei boundary, Zhang et al. [86] describe
how the curvature in polar coordinates is learned to make exact boundary
predictions once a nuclei is detected. A cell nuclei predictor is build with an
adapted U-Net where the skip-connections are passed through gates that are
connected to the next lower resolution, called Attention-U-Net. A second
Attention-U-Net network is trained on the polar sampling of cell boundaries.
The last step is to extract the boundaries using a graph-based Random Walk
on the cell hull. The triple U-Net from Zhao et al. [87] is using three U-Net
branches in total. One branch takes RGB images as inputs. The second
branch uses the Histamine channel from the image as input, computed with
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the color deconvolution from [61]. The third branch fuses the features of the
first two branches and predicts the final mask. For branch one and three
the binary nuclei mask is used as ground truth, whereas for the Histamine
channel branch only the contour of the binary mask is used. The authors of
[53] developed Inception U-Net using Google’s inception architecture.

2.11 Stain Normalization

2.11.1 Histogram Specification

Histogram Specification or Histogram Matching is an image transformation
that adjusts intensity or color channels. This technique generates images with
a specified histogram. The (normalized) histogram of an image is defined as:

p(rk) =
h(rk)

MN
=

nk
MN

(2.16)

with rk the intensity at image position f(x, y) with L discrete levels L and
x = 1..M , y = 1..N . The intensity of an image can be viewed as a random
variable and p(r) as the corresponding Probability Density Function (PDF).
In order to match the histogram of a given image to a specific PDF, the
following two equations are needed:

sk = T (rk) = (L− 1)
k∑
j=0

pr(rj) , k = 0, 1, 2, ..., L− 1 (2.17)

and
G(zq) = (L− 1)

∑
i=0

pz(ri) such that G(zq) = sk (2.18)
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For an input image I the computation becomes now the following [24]:

1. Compute the histogram p(r) with Eq. 2.16.

2. Compute G(z0) according to Eq. 2.18.

3. Find the zq such that G(zq) is closest to sk.

4. Build the histogram specific image by the mapping of every pixel with
value sk to its corresponding value zq.

For applying this method, the histogram of a reference image can be used
for matching, as we did in our own experiment that is outlined in Section
4.1. An implementation of the algorithm described above is described in
Section A.1.3 of the appendix. The SCAN algorithm (Stain Color Adaptive
Normalization) used by Salvi at al. [65] is a stain separation and normal-
ization method that shows state-of-the art results. The method fails if a
stain is missing in an image. The authors outline that the SCAN algorithm
is based on segmentation and clustering strategies for cellular structures de-
tection and is able to improve the contrast between histological tissue and
background whilst preserving local structures without changing their color.

2.11.2 Color Deconvolution

The color deconvolution separates a RGB image to its Haematoxylin and
Eosin components. Ruifrok et al. [61] specify a matrix with the density
components of each channel (R, G, and B, respectively). This allows a simple
conversion of the color spaces. Figure 2.5 shows such a color deconvolution.

2.11.3 Applications

Since histopathology images have multiple sources of variance, such as the
handling and conservation of the stain itself [32] or the scanner in use [47],
different approaches of stain normalization were explored in the near past.
Considered and examined approaches are explained among others in [31]
where a sparse Auto-Encoder is trained. In [35] a Color Convolution is pro-
posed, by which the parameters are learned. Mahmood et al. [47] report
that for their GAN the method from Vahadane et al. [75] (the latter having
decomposed images into stain density maps and then combined for a given
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Figure 2.5: Color deconvolution of a RGB image that was taken from the
CoNSeP [26] dataset to H-Channel, DAB and Residual, following the method
applyed by Ruifrok et al. [61].

image its stain density maps with stain color basis of a pathologist-preferred
target image) is achieving better results than with classical approaches. Va-
hadane et al. using dictionary learning by convex optimization to retrieve
the sparse representation of stain color appearance. A brief introduction to
GANs is presented in Section 2.8.4. In [64] Salehi et al. use a U-Net as
generator, trained with images that where converted to gray-scale. The dis-
criminator is PatchGAN and decides and is trained to distinguish between
the real and the re-colored samples from the generator. This allows the GAN
to learn mappings.

2.12 Wavelet Transformation

The Wavelet Transformation uses a Mother-Wavelet, that is scaled and di-
lated to approximate a signal. This is very similar to the Fourier Transforma-
tion, but without the limitation of localisation. The Heisenberg uncertainty
still limits the capability, but it is possible to analyze a signal over different
scales. The most simple Wavelet is the Haar Wavelet [67], or more precise
the Daubechie-1 wavelet. This wavelet is used in the Viola-Jones [34] face
detector because of its computational simplicity. While the use of Daubechie
Wavelets of higher order could improve the approximation quality, they are
more laborious to implement on the other hand. For a prove of concept
in signal approximation, the Haar Wavelet is accurate enough. Wavelets
with more orientations, like Gabour Wavelets, could also be a choice for this
purpose. Mathematically spoken, the Wavelet Transform is a convolution
with the Mother-Wavelet. This family of wavelets can be implemented as
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a cascade of high and low pass filters, which makes the computation very
efficiently [68].

This method, described by [67], is the so-called Fast Wavelet Transfor-
mation (FWT). Through the filter banks, the input image is transformed
into the sub-bands following a wavelet decomposition tree: Figure 2.6 shows
the multilevel decomposition of an image. The signal is divided into Approx-
imation, Horizontal Details, Vertical Details and Diagonal Details. For the
next sub-band, only the approximation (low-pass) is used.

Figure 2.6: Decomposition tree of the fast 2D wavelet transformation of order
2. Note: Only the approximation is used for the next iteration step. A:
Approximation, VD: Vertical Detail, HD: Horizontal Detail, DD: Diagonal
Detail. The horizontal edges of the original image are present in the HD
coefficients, the vertical edges of the image can be similarly identified in the
VD coefficients.

There exists also a more flexible decomposition called Wavelet Package,
which does build a full tree, meaning, that not only the low-pass parts but
also the high-pass parts will be processed. This wavelets are all separable-
wavelets: These can have side effects in 2D image processing. Because of the
non-separable nature of multi-dimensional signals, non-separable wavelets or
filter banks, respectively, would be desirable [39].
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Figure 2.7: Left: Input image (Haematoxilin channel extracted with color
deconvolution from RGB). Right: First order Haar Wavelet decomposition
of the input image. Pink color scheme applied for better visibility. In the
top left the approximation (A), top right the horizontal detail (HD), bottom
left the vertical detail (VD), and bottom right the diagonal detail (DD).
Computed with the MATLAB R© wavelet toolbox.

There is an extension of the Wavelet Transform which adds a non-linearity
after every convolution, called the Wavelet Scattering Transform [15]. Gen-
erally, the wavelet scattering transform is a translation invariant signal repre-
sentation suitable for many signal processing and machine learning applica-
tions. There are similarities between Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
and the Wavelet Scattering Transform (WST), since a CNN also scatters the
data after each convolutional filter with the activation function. The WST
can be seen as a designed CNN with fixed weights. A WST is shown in
Figure 2.8.
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With ? denoting the convolution in space, φJ a lowpass filter, ψ
(1)
λ and

ψ(2)
µ each a family of bandpass filters (in practice wavelet filter banks), and

the non-linearity ρ (in practice often chosen the complex modulus), then
using

S
(0)
J x = x ? φJ (2.19)

S
(1)
J x = [ρ(x ? ψ

(1)
λ ) ? φJ ]λ (2.20)

S
(2)
J x = [ρ(ρ(x ? ψ

(1)
λ ) ? ψ(2)

µ ) ? φJ ]λ,µ (2.21)

The scattering transform in 2D can be summarized as

SJx = [S
(0)
J x, S

(1)
J x, S

(2)
J x] (2.22)

Figure 2.8: Left: Input image (61 × 61 patch extracted from CoNSeP [26]
dataset). Middle: Blue Ratio transformed. Right: Scattering Coefficients of
order 4 and 12 angles (produced with Kymatio software package by Andreux
et al. [10]).
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Chapter 3

Own Method

3.1 Watershed Fully Convolutional One-Stage

Object Detection

Fully Convolutional One-Stage Object Detection (FCOS) is a single stage
detector for predicting bounding boxes. Based on a backbone with a FPN,
there are three heads for the final prediction. The first head is used to learn
a so-called center-ness; a distance to the object center the pixel belongs to.
The second head predicts a pixel-wise classification, similar to a semantic
segmentation. The last head regresses the bounding box, representated as a
4D vector. The center-ness is later used within Non-Maximun-Suspression
(NMS) to discard doublets of bounding boxes, predicted by the regression.
As backbone HRNET [70] is used. The Watershed Fully Convolutional One-
Stage Object Detection (WFCOS [6]) adapts this idea by learning an energy
instead the center-ness. The energy is computed as an ellipse that is bounded
by the bounding box of the object. This method has been developed by the
authors of [73] and was originally designed to detect glyphs in music note
sheets. The method is inspired by the Deep Watershed Transform (DWT)
[11], by which an energy surface is learned. The DWT is a simple approach
but with demonstrated capabilities. The method is shown in Figure 3.1. In
[82] the FCOS is adapted by Xie et al. using a polar mask instead the center-
ness, which enables, together with a custom loss, to predict instance mask.
The (annotated) mask is encoded with discrete points in the polar coordinate
system. The number of discrete levels determines the (theoretical) possible
accuracy of the retrieved mask. But with increasing the number of discrete
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levels, the complexity of the system increases as well. The last layer of the
polar mask branch has the same number of channels as the discrete levels of
the mask approximation. In this respect, the branch is by its architecture
comparable to the energy branch of WFCOS. An interesting point is, that
the Xie et al. kept the bounding box branch instead computing the boxes
based on the mask due to speed considerations of the forward-pass.

We will yet propose another method to retrieve instance masks in WF-
COS, based on the model of DWT. All implementations in use are based
on the MMDetection Framework [20]. MMDetection is an Open MMLab
Detection Toolbox that contains a huge set of object detection and instance
segmentation methods. It is therefore a good opportunity for our attempt of
developing and implementing our own methods.

Figure 3.1: Scheme of the Watershed - FCOS head. In total there are 3
heads. The energy head predicts the energy surface. The classification head
predicts a pixel-wise class map (similar semantic segmentation). The third
head does a regression for the bounding box candidates.

3.2 Modifications

Since we are interested in predicting nuclei masks to retrieve the instance
semantic segmentation, we adopted WFCOS by our own.

The alterations we conducted encompass the following modifications:
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The energy surface of a labeled instance is no longer computed as an
ellipsoid of its bounding box. Instead, the energy surface is computed as a
topology of its instance mask. We follow the work of Bai et al. and make
an energy cut-off at level one to predict a binary mask. The original DWT
in which the energy branch predicts a surface, this surface is threshold-ed
at a certain level and the resulting binary mask contains the instances of
cells detected. Naylor et al. [50] also used such a mechanism in the form
of a distance map. The bounding box is retrieved from this instance mask
and a scaling factor, learned by a regression, is used to fine-tune the predic-
tion. This is redundant and not necessary if the energy surface is learned
properly; we did not make use of this option in our experiments due to the
limitation of the linear scaling of the object boundaries. The energy (topol-
ogy, or distance transform) computation, needed by the loss during training,
as well as the contour detection of the predicted masks are implemented in
CUDA R© (CUDA R© is a parallel computing platform and programming model
developed by NVIDIA R© for general computing on graphical processing units
(GPUs)) to speed up training and inference (the framework is based on Py-
Torch; PyTorch is an open source machine learning library for Python). The
architecture of this adapted WFCOS is shown in Figure 3.2.

Further, we inserted an additional up-sample layer based on CARAFE
[81] such that the overall architecture can be regarded as an encoder-decoder
model with CARAFE replacing the decoder. The HRNET neck (backbone)
of WFCOS is also replaced by a CARAFE layer. As a result of all these
modifications, the model now fulfils the criterion of a panoptic segmentation
framework, as proposed by [36] for a coherent image segmentation. The final
prediction is retrieved by semantic feature fusion of the classification branch
and the energy branch.

Due to heavy over-fitting on PanNuke dataset and for improving the seg-
mentation quality in general, we made some more adaptions with the aim
whether we could raise the segmentation quality of the (our) proposed model
to the state-of-the-art level? Instead of adding more heads to our simple
single-stage segmentation, we look at the problem instead from the multi-
view perspective with a joint-space that is supposed to be a representative
embedding. The ”different views”, as to say, were generated by different fea-
ture extractors applied to the same image. Therefore, we focus on the fea-
tures we extract from the input images, but preserve the end-to-end training
ability. We choose a Fast Haar Wavelet Transformation (FHWT) [67, 68] as
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Figure 3.2: Scheme of the adapted WFCOS head.

a third feature extractor along the ResNet and HRNET (refer to Figure 3.3).
The features are fused directly ahead of the head branch of WFCOS to a joint
space. Since the Haar Transformation is a non-learn-able and hand-crafted
feature, its use is aimed at working like a bias and preventing the hybrid
model from hard over-fitting . Using Haar Transformation, the segmentation
quality can be improved since there are more layers that contain information.

The FHWT works as follows: The input image is transformed into approx-
imation, horizontal changes, vertical changes, and diagonal changes within
the image (Section 2.12). Since the transformation is applied exactly once,
the output size of the image is halved. This is optimal for late fusion after
the up-scaling in the proposed method and these features are bypassed to the
final branch. The final scheme of this adapted and re-engineered WFCOS in-
cluding Haar-Features is shown in Figure 3.3. The FHWT was implemented
in CUDA C to ensure optimal speed.

In the work of Oyallon et al. [51], the first order Wavelet Scattering
Transform (WST) is used for compressing the input for a CNN. Inspired by
this work, we additionally evaluated a model using WST. For that purpose,
the implementation of the Kymatio software package [10] was used (Section
4.3.1). Using PyTorch as back-end and enabled CUDA R© acceleration, the
method was evaluated in different hybrid-scenarios. The memory-efficiency
and the lack of a general slowdown makes this an auspicious candidate. How-
ever, using the WST as encoder together with CARAFE as decoder, no suit-
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able results could be achieved: The learning of a prediction mask was not
converging at all. Tripathi et al. [72] have shown a significant leverage of the
performance in nuclei classification using an ensemble of both handcrafted
and deep features. As handcrafted features, a combination of histogramms of
oriented gradients, Local Binary Patterns, Bag Of Visual Words, Speeded-Up
Robust Features, and others were used. Due to the limited amount of train-
ing data, the strategy of including handcrafted features as well makes pretty
much sens: It is a way to give the network some task-specific knowledge.

Figure 3.3: Scheme of the adapted WFCOS head with Haar-Features. On
the very left side are the feature extractors ResNet, HRNET and (as the
third one) the Haar-transformed features.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Studies

4.1 Experiment Stain Normalization

An experiment demonstrating the effect of stain normalization was done
with segmentation as it is explained in Section 4.1. We used histogram
specification as described in Section 2.11.1 to adjust the color saturation of
a given image compared to a reference image. For the stained images we
refer to the publication of Roy et al. [60]. This approach is assumed to
be useful and constructive, especially since preliminary experiments indicate
generalization problems to unseen tissues that appear in a different fashion
(than those images of tissue that had already been in the training set, i.e.
they appear in another color scheme). The approach from Roy et al. was
more sophisticated showing more performance than the one we established.
This was observed on the Janowczyk dataset, where not all nuclei instances in
an image are annotated. Already after a few iterations of training WFCOS,
the not annotated nuclei from an entire slide were detected accurately (from
a qualitative evaluation).
Results are shown in Section 5.1.

4.2 Experiment Semi-Supervised Segmenta-

tion

We developed a processing pipeline to create nuclei masks from the marked
center of a nuclei that we used on the ICPR2014 MITOS-ATYPIA dataset
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[1] discussed in Section 2.9.
Our method is designed to generate nuclei masks based on point anno-

tations that can be used later on for the training of instance segmentation
methods. It is a three-step approach: First, the Blue Ratio of the entire
image is computed. Second, for each marked nuclei center a bounding box
of fixed size is created. Third, for each bounding box a segmentation using
k-Means is performed independently.

We have chosen the number of clusters to be 4. For the resulting two
binary masks a post-processing step using a morphological opening followed
by a closing is done to refine the mask. This has been done with the purpose
to remove noise and to fill small holes in the mask (following [66]). The
final mask is retrieved by the intersection of both masks. As a benchmark,
the method was evaluated on the fully annotated ICPR2012 dataset [59]. We
noticed, that adding stain normalization will improve the results significantly
when using K-Means only for segmentation of the cell nuclei. As a final step,
we used a region-growing to connect over-segmented contours. By experiment
it turned out, that this step works only in scenarios where the nuclei are not
heavily cluttered.
Results are shown in Section 5.2.

4.3 Experiment Adapted WFCOS

First experiments on H&E stained tissue images showed that the training of
the energy head was not converging at all. After a few iterations the network
always predicted zero for the entire image. In original WFCOS, the focal loss
[44] is used. Using this as well and doing also some higher weighting of pixels
with energy not equal to zero, solved the problem of the vanishing energy
surface prediction. For simplicity and a better comparability, the standard
cross-entropy loss was chosen for the subsequent experiments.

Furter, a more complex weight scheme that uses three different weight
levels was introduced. Three, partially overlapping, intervals were defined
for the energy: i0 = [0, 1], i1 =]1, emax] and i2 =]emax ∗2/3, emax], where emax
refers to the maximal energy value. The weight coefficients were calculated
as follows:

a0 = (ptot/2/(ptot − p1 + 1))2 (4.1)

a1 = (ptot/2/(p1 + 1))2 (4.2)
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a2 = (ptot/2/(p2 + 1))2 (4.3)

Where ptot is the total number of pixels, p1 is the number of pixels that
belong to the interval i1, and p2 is the number of pixels that belong to the
interval i2. In practice, these weight numbers have shown good convergence
rates during training for the energy head. For all the experiments we used
for the backbone pre-trained weights, following a fine-tuning procedure (see
Section 2.8.1 for Fine Tuning).
Results are shown in Section 5.3.

4.3.1 Experiments using Aggregated Data

Inspired by the work done by Yao et al. [85], we applied our method to a
dataset that is build from multiple sources: MoNuSeg dataset [2], Kumar
17 dataset [41] and CoNSeP dataset [26]. MoNuSeg and Kumar 17 are very
similar, whereas CoNSeP has in total 7 cell types. The resolution (Table
2.1) and the magnification of the images are identical, but the images were
acquired by different camera systems. As in [85] we treat the images as they
would come from the same distribution. This combined data set has now
a high variance and should therefore be very suitable as an initial weight
when training a given method on a H&E stained dataset. The formulation
of the task for the DA problem had to be changed during the experimental
phase, since the CoNSeP dataset differentiates multiple cell types, whereas
the other sets do not.
Results are discussed in Section 6.

4.3.2 MoNuSeg

On the MoNuSeg [2] dataset different combinations of backbones and weighted
losses were evaluated. Since the experiments including wavelet based fea-
tures needed additional modifications, the corresponding experiments were
discussed in a separate section (see Section 4.3.3 about the hybrid model).
The backbone used was either HRNET, ResNet or both simultaneously; also
a combination with HRNET and WST was explored. The loss weights used
were a combination of a balanced weight for the cross-entropy loss and the
bending loss. The bending loss was added to the weighted loss. The weight
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for the cross-entropy loss is computed pixel-wise and applied each on the clas-
sification head and the energy head. These weights were calculated based
on the frequency: A certain pixel-value occurs in a batch in relation to all
pixels in total. Several of such possible relational functions were tested in
a preliminary phase. Per configuration, a certain function can then be se-
lected for a training run. The bending loss and most of the pixel-wise weights
are calculated in a custom CUDA C/C++ module for MMDetection. This
implementation allows also to calculate a pixel-wise weight that already in-
cludes a bending loss term. This application, however, does not follow the
paper from Wang et al. [80] but is more efficient in terms of computation
speed.
Results are shown in Section 5.3.2.

4.3.3 Hybrid Model

There were two pipelines developed for our hybrid model: One using Scat-
tering Transform from the Kymatio [10] package and another one using the
Haar Transformation.

The Kymatio package is a high-performance Python implementation of
the scattering transform in 1D, 2D, and 3D that is compatible with modern
deep learning frameworks and thus suitable for the herein intended applica-
tion. The Kymatio pipeline performs a one-level scattering transform and for
all the other scales in the feature pyramid it uses a down-sampling. The fu-
sion with the convolutional features is performed after the up-sampling layer.
In addition, a second Kymatio pipeline was build. This one uses a combina-
tion of a two-level and a three-level decomposition with up-sampling. These
features were combined with the deep features from the backbone (refer to
Figure 4.1). First experiments showed long initialization, but short process-
ing times. In this context, initialization refers to pre-computation of the
filter-coefficient that is used. These coefficients are not invariant on the in-
put image size. Therefore, for testing on full sized 1000 × 1000 images on
MoNuSeg, the initialization is cost-expensive. The Kymatio implementation
uses Morlet-Wavelets for the 2D scattering transform and the convolutions
are computed in the Fourier Domain.

The second pipeline, a Haar pipeline, uses a four-layer input with R, G,
B (RGB color space) and Blue Ratio as layers. This second pipeline uses the
Fast Wavelet Transformation (FWT) with a Haar Filter from order 2 for the
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highest resolution and adds an additional order for every scale in the feature
pyramid. The features were used in an encoder-decoder manner, because
an additional CARAFE [81] up-sampling layer was used straight before the
fusion with the convolutional features does take place.

Figure 4.1: Scheme of the hybrid-backbone constructed with Wavelet Scat-
tering Transform (red) of orders 2 and 3. The output (green) is a 2 scale
pyramid with a size of 1/2 and 1/4, respectively, of the input image (orange).
The upsample layers (blue) are realized with CARAFE.

Results are shown in Table 5.3 and in Section 5.3.2.
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Stain Normalization on ICPR2014 Dataset

The dataset in use, ICPR2014 [1], contains images for mitosis detection. In
this dataset only the nuclei center of the mitotic figures is given in the form
of a point annotation. We applied the histogram specification directly in
the RGB color space. In Figure 5.1 an example is provided. The target
histogram is taken from a reference image, and the histogram of given image
is adjusted accordingly. It is also possible to perform the specification in a
different color space, e.g. in the color space described in Figure 2.5.

Figure 5.1: Left: Reference image used for stain normalization. Middle:
Sample image. Right: Sample image after stain normalization step. All
images were taken from the ICPR2014 [1] dataset (images are re-scaled to
fit to the page).
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Table 5.1: Results of the experiments from Section 4.2 on Semi-Supervised
Segmentation using the metrics discussed in Section 2.3. ICPR2012 [59]
dataset.

set stain norm. mask conn. AJI DICE 2 PQ
A + H no and 0.6137 0.6369 0.7602
A + H yes and 0.6825 0.6746 0.7971
A + H no or 0.7158 0.7204 0.8265
A + H yes or 0.7176 0.7262 0.8316
A and H refer to the 2 scanners used for the ICPR2012 [59] image dataset:

A: Aperio ScanScope XT, H: Hamamatsu NanoZoomer 2.0-HT

stain norm.: Stain Normalization

mask conn.: Mask Connection

AJI: Aggregated Jaccard Index

DICE 2: ensemble DICE coefficient

PQ: Panoptic Quality

5.2 Semi-Supervised Segmentation on

ICPR2012 Dataset

coThe dataset in use, ICPR2012 [59], contains images for mitosis detection
and the corresponding cells are fully annotated with pixel masks [59]. The
dataset comprises the pictures gained from two different scanners: Aperio
ScanScope XT slide scanner (A) and Hamamatsu NanoZoomer 2.0-HT slide
scanner (H). For the experiment, images A and images H were computerized
separately but also in combination (mixed).

The results of the experiments outlined in Section 4.2 on the fully anno-
tated ICPR2012 dataset are summarized in Table 5.1. The DICE 2 Coeffi-
cient of the worst result is still 0.7602, whereas in [32] (by Jiménez et al.) a
value of around 0.6 in the validation and testing set has been considered as
”good”. An evaluation of the detection was not done due to the fact that
the object-centers were already given. The results show that the segmen-
tation, as it is presented in Section 4.2, can be used as a post-processing
step of a deep- learning based mitosis detector, if there is a necessity for a
segmentation of the nuclei.
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Table 5.2: Results of the experiments from Section 4.3 using modified WF-
COS on the PanNuke [23] dataset.

Method AJI DICE 2 mPQ bPQ
WFCOS 0.4274 0.5757 0.093 0.3279
DIST - - 0.2799 0.5280
U-NET - - 0.3128 0.5606
HoVer-Net - - 0.3830 0.6512
AJI: Aggregated Jaccard Index

DICE 2: ensemble DICE coefficient

mPQ: multi-class Panoptic Quality, bPQ: binary class PQ

5.3 Adapted WFCOS

5.3.1 PanNuke Dataset

In Table 5.2 the result of an (improper) training run is summarized. The
Panoptic Quality (Section 2.3) is very low compared to the other methods.
The performance measure for the other models is taken from [23]. The WF-
COS model was trained for 100 epochs. Only the backbone was pre-trained.
The shared energy-classification branch was trained from scratch. For this
dataset, no ablation study has been performed. A visualization sample of
a prediction is shown in Figure 5.2. Since the image size of the PanNuke
[23] dataset is 256× 256, this image size was used both for training and for
validation.

5.3.2 MoNuSeg Dataset

For the MoNuSeg [2] dataset, an image size of 400× 400 (or 416× 416) was
used during training in combination with augmentation. The operations for
augmentation were: random crop, resize and mirroring, respectively. For val-
idation, the original image size of 1000× 1000 was used. Sample predictions
from the validation are shown in Figure 5.3. An ablation study of the per-
formance on this dataset is summarized in Table 5.4. Since the focus lies on
segmentation quality, only the bPQ (binary class Panoptic Quality) values
are displayed in the table. The various configurations that had been checked
out were composed of the following components (in varying composition):
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Figure 5.2: Sample image from benchmark on validation dataset (PanNuke):
In green color the ground truth and in solid blue the prediction from WFCOS.
The light blue color indicates the intersection of prediction and ground truth.
Experiment from Section 4.3 using modified WFCOS on the PanNuke [23]
dataset.

As a backbone using HRNET, ResNet or WST; either adding a bending loss,
or not adding it; either using a shared branch for the energy and the classi-
fication heads, or not using it. For all the listed experiments, the CE loss is
used, balanced with the weighting from 4.3. There is a significant leverage
using bending loss as can be seen from the Table 5.3. Using a separated
WFCOS branch (shared branch) for both, the energy and the classification
head, increases the model size. Using a shared branch in combination with a
4-times up-sampling with CARAFE was not tested because of the resulting
model size. The best results achieved are the ones with the HRNET back-
bone together with a 4 time up-sampling with CARAFE and bending loss
(Table 5.3: results indicated in bold letters).
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Table 5.3: Ablation study using different modifications of WFCOS on the
MoNuSeg [2] dataset. Results that are displayed in bold letters represent the
best results achieved for the conducted ablation study that is explained in
Section 4.3.2.

ID Backbone benda shareb scalec AJI DICE 2 bPQ
1 HRNET yes yes 4 0.5458 0.6908 0.4468
2 HRNET yes yes 2 0.5053 0.6941 0.4596
3 ResNet yes yes 2 0.4652 0.6 0.3963
4 HRNET+ResNet no yes 2 0.4554 0.6393 0.3971
5 HRNET+ResNet yes yes 2 0.476 0.6585 0.417
6 HRNET no no 2 0.5276 0.6812 0.4213
7 HRNET no no 2 0.5307d 0.677d 0.4396d

8 HRNET+ WST yes yes 2 0.3969 0.6766 0.3845
a: Bending Loss used y/n
b: Shared branch for classification head and energy head used y/n
c: Up-scaling factor for CARAFE layer
d: Stain normalization pre-process

AJI: Aggregated Jaccard Index

DICE 2: ensemble DICE coefficient

bPQ: binary class Panoptic Quality
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Table 5.4: Results of the experiments from Section 4.3.2 using modified WF-
COS on MoNuSeg [2] dataset and comparison to other methods (quotation:
as indicated in the reference column).

Method AJI DICE 2 mPQ bPQ reference
U-NET 0.513 0.72 0.387 - [80]
DIST 0.593 0.825 0.554 - [80]
HoVer-Net 0.625 0.831 0.571 - [80]
DCAN 0.518 0.789 0.469 - [80]
Bending Loss 0.641 0.837 0.592 - [80]
mod WFCOSa 0.5458 0.6908 0.3371 0.4468 our own results
CNN3 0.5083 - - - [87]
Triple-U-Net 0.621 0.837 0.601 - [87]
CIA-Net 0.620 0.818 0.577 - [87]
a: best configuration

AJI: Aggregated Jaccard Index

DICE 2: ensemble DICE coefficient

mPQ: multi-class Panoptic Quality, bPQ: binary class PQ

Figure 5.3: Sample image from benchmark on validation data set (MoNuSeg
[2]): In green color the ground truth and in solid blue the prediction from
WFCOS. The light blue color indicates the intersection of prediction and
ground truth.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

We developed a baseline of a fully convolutional one-stage instance semantic
object segmentation with the overall aim to distinguish microscopic images of
malignant/pathological cell tissues from normal cell tissues based on distinct
features. All layers of the network, with the exception of the backbone, are
trained from scratch within a few hours on a single GPU instance of a DGX-1
server. For some of the experiments even 2 GPU instances were used.

We evaluated WFCOS for different scenarios related to medical imag-
ing and came to the conclusion that nuclei segmentation could be a good
application to adapt WFCOS. To start with, we re-used the original seg-
mentation approach from the Deep Watershed Transformation as it was also
used by Bai et al. [11]. We learn a Distance Transform of the bounding
contour of the nuclei as energy surface. We introduced a simple but powerful
pixel-wise weighting scheme for the cross entropy loss that enables fast and
robust learning of the energy surface. As a basic concept for the performance
analysis we have chosen the MoNuSeg dataset, because it is widely used for
segmentation tasks and thus allows a direct comparison with the state-of-
the-art in the field. For the evaluation we used all of the benchmark metrics
that are commonly used also in related works within the field of interest. We
competed against the latest developments that are publicly available.

Adapted WFCOS has outperformed older models in terms of the Ag-
gregated Jaccard Index metric, but it cannot compete against the current
stat-of-the-art models in the field. Our method shows some weaknesses in
classification, also because the focus was rather on the segmentation quality.
That is why, for improving the segmentation results, different modifications
were tested and also presented as part of our results. These modifications
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include, executed in sequential order:
First, a dual backbone, using HRNET and ResNet, which could not im-

prove the results significantly. The increased feature space did not led to
an increased separability, it only increased the complexity, leading to more
extreme over-fitting.

The weak point is the data preparation that was used: We used a standard
pre-processing pipeline without sample balancing and with only little aug-
mentation. The already balanced PanNuke dataset was not extensively used
for this Thesis and a pre-training of WFCOS on PanNuke and a fine-tuning on
MoNuSeg was not done and tested. Therefore, for achieving a better general-
ization, the dataset was extended by combining multiple sources. This most
straight-forward domain-adaptation scenario did not improve the results in
any way. We could not prove any benefits resulting from this method. This
finding shows that it is essential for Domain Adaptation scenarios to rely on
additional mechanisms.

Also a simple approach of stain normalization was presented since in pre-
liminary experiments, the variance in stain showed to have a strong impact on
the segmentation performance. A pre-processing step for resolving this issue
had to be evaluated first. Our experiments demonstrate, that the normaliza-
tion increased the performance of successful segmentation only slightly in all
tested scenarios (including different backbones, different loss functions, and
different datasets). We infer from our results, that the variance of the stain
color cannot be removed by the use of this simple normalization technique
and thus would need another attempt or strategy. If used in a process-
ing pipeline for high resolution medical tissue images a more sophisticated
method like styling with a GAN is supposed to be more appropriate. But
from the point of view of cost-efficiency regarding the availability of training
data, a classical stain normalization technique would have been of greatest
advantage for segmentation networks.
This triggered the motivation for developing a hybrid WFCOS with the goal
to achieve at least competitive results that can keep up with other currently
published models.

Thus, next, the focus was directed to a hybrid model that turned out to
fulfill, at least, some of our expectations. However, the idea that handcrafted
features can act as a bias, thus as a reference, in a more complex neural net-
work, could not been proved also not with this attempt. The prior knowledge
from this hard-coded features (”expert knowledge” from pathologists) could
not be integrated into the adapted WFCOS network in a successful way
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which prevents the inclusion of this valuable information. Different feature
construction sets, including Haar-transformed RGB and Blue Ratio images,
as well as different fusion scenarios, were investigated. Since the Haar Trans-
formation seemed to be not appropriate enough to recharge or even replace
the encoder part, the wavelet scattering transform (WST), on the other hand,
fulfilled this part. The test showed a non-flexible initialization in the network,
which makes the handling more complex. Since the transform scatters the
input data, just as a neural network also does, a hybrid model using both is
an interesting scenario that seemed worth to investigate further. Using WST
as encoder only, did not lead to any utilizable result. But using WST in
a multi-view manner together with the HRNET backbone and a join-space
formed by these two turned out to be a promising configuration. The per-
formance, when using the WST, even decreased slightly. But this result may
be caused by a combination of improper hyper parameter settings and of not
running enough training epochs. The convergence rate was much slower than
with the non-hybrid model. To learn a better decoder, the embedding of the
scattering transform could be used for the Generator of a GAN. Once the
GAN is trained, the weights of the Generator would be used as input for the
last layers of the adapted WFCOS.

However, the self-developed hybrid-model proved to achieve values that
are at least comparable and competitive with other recently published mod-
els, as long as a combination of HRNET backbone together with a 4 time
up-sampling with CARAFE and bending loss is used. This is just one of
many conceivable solutions for a hybrid model, but one that could be ex-
perimentally elaborated, calculated and presented in the Master Thesis in
hand.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 Example Code Snippets

A.1.1 Note

Note: The code below is ”as it is” and the routines are not optimized. This
code is used for the evaluation of the models presented within this Master
Thesis.

A.1.2 Computation of metrics used

1 def panoptic_quality(self ,iou_list):

2 TP = 0. #true positives , IoU(x,y)>0

3 FN = 0. #unmatched gt segments

4 FP = 0. #umnatched prediction segments

5 iou_sum = 0.

6 for item in iou_list:

7 iou_xy = item [0]/ item [1]

8 iou_sum += iou_xy

9 if iou_xy >0.5: #is unique!

10 TP += 1.

11 else:

12 FN += 1.

13 FP += 1.

14 PQ = TP/(TP + 0.5*FN +0.5*FP)*iou_sum/TP

15 return PQ

Listing A.1: Panoptic Quality using OpenCV
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2 def compute_coefficients(self ,p_ ,q_):

3 TP = 0. #true positives , IoU(x,y)>0

4 FN = 0. #unmatched gt segments

5 FP = 0. #umnatched prediction segments

6 iou_sum = 0.

7 mTP = 0. #true positives , IoU(x,y)>0

8 mFN = 0. #unmatched gt segments

9 mFP = 0. #umnatched prediction segments

10 miou_sum = 0.

11 C_= 0.

12 U_= 0.

13 IA_ = 0.

14 TMA_ = 0.

15 used_j_ = []

16 tp_j_ =[]

17 tp_i_ =[]

18 mtp_j_ =[]

19 mtp_i_ =[]

20 for i in range(len(q_)):

21 max_j_ = -1

22 iou_max_ = 0.

23 i_max_ = 0.

24 u_max_ = 0.

25 for j in range(len(p_)):

26 union = np.count_nonzero(q_[i][0] | p_[j][0])

27 intersection = np.count_nonzero(q_[i][0] & p_

[j][0])

28 iou_ = float(intersection)/float(union)

29 # used for AJI

30 if iou_ >iou_max_:

31 iou_max_ = iou_

32 max_j_ = j

33 i_max_ = intersection

34 u_max_ = union

35 #used for DICE_2

36 if intersection > 0.:

37 IA_ += intersection

38 TMA_+= np.count_nonzero(p_[j][0]) + np.

count_nonzero(q_[i][0])

39 #used for PQ

40

41 #label comparison , symmetric , so use indices

instead label

42 if iou_ >0.5:
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43 if q_[i][1]== p_[j][1]:

44 iou_sum += iou_

45 TP += 1.

46 tp_j_.append(j)

47 tp_i_.append(i)

48 miou_sum += iou_

49 mTP += 1.

50 mtp_j_.append(j)

51 mtp_i_.append(i)

52

53 #used for AJI

54 if max_j_ > -1:

55 used_j_.append(max_j_)

56 C_+= i_max_

57 U_+= u_max_

58

59 #used for AJI ,PQ

60 for j in range(len(p_)):

61 #used for AJI

62 if not j in used_j_:

63 U_+= np.count_nonzero( p_[j][0])

64 #used for PQ

65 if not j in tp_j_ and np.count_nonzero( p_[j][0])

> 0:

66 FP+=1.

67 #used for mPQ

68 if not j in mtp_j_ and np.count_nonzero( p_[j

][0]) > 0:

69 mFP +=1.

70

71 if C_==0:

72 AJI=0.

73 else:

74 AJI = C_/U_

75 #used for DICE_2

76 if TMA_ ==0:

77 DICE_2 =0.

78 else:

79 DICE_2 = 2.0* IA_/TMA_

80 #used for PQ

81 for i in range(len(q_)):

82 if not i in tp_i_ and np.count_nonzero( q_[i][0])

> 0:

83 FN+=1.

84 if not i in mtp_i_ and np.count_nonzero( q_[i
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][0]) > 0:

85 mFN +=1.

86

87 PQ = iou_sum /(TP +0.5*FP +0.5*FN)

88 mPQ = miou_sum /(mTP +0.5* mFP +0.5* mFN)

89 return [AJI ,DICE_2 ,PQ ,mPQ]

Listing A.2: Panoptic Quality/Aggreated Jaccard Index/Ensemble Dice
using OpenCV

A.1.3 Histogram Matching

1 def hist_match(self ,source2D , reference2D):

2 """

3 Match histogram to histogramm of reference image.

4 """

5 orig_shape = source2D.shape

6 source = source2D.ravel ()

7 reference = reference2D.ravel ()

8 s_values , s_idx , s_counts = numpy.unique(

9 source , return_inverse=True , return_counts=True)

10

11 r_values , r_counts = numpy.unique(reference ,

return_counts=True)

12 s_quantiles = numpy.cumsum(s_counts).astype(numpy.

float64) / source.size

13 r_quantiles = numpy.cumsum(r_counts).astype(numpy.

float64) / reference.size

14 interp_r_values = numpy.interp(s_quantiles ,

r_quantiles , r_values)

15 target = interp_r_values[s_idx]. reshape(orig_shape)

16 t_values , t_counts = numpy.unique(target ,

return_counts=True)

17 t_quantiles = numpy.cumsum(t_counts).astype(numpy.

float64) / target.size

18 return target

Listing A.3: 2D image histogram matching (specification)
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